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Preceeding page: Ruins a/the palace of Sans SOllci 
at Milot, near Cap Haitien, huilt hy King Hen ry 
Christophe, who nded IWI1hem Haiti for fourteen 
years. Des(~ned by French architects in ~ style 
reminiscel1t of Versailles, it was completed in 1813. 
But the palace was only occupied ul'llil the King's 
sIlicide in 1820 and was la/gely destroyed by an 
ea/1hquake in 1842. 
Top: Rural Haitian /Jol4ses or cailles in the 
mountains north ~fJacmel, southern Haiti. 
Cel'llre: Caille near Leogane, southern Haiti, 
entered at the end according to the shotgun plan. 
Above: House near Archaie with overhanging 
wood attic, wood t6m and(ascia, and paired wood 
plank doors. 
Top, nglu: Houses Ileal' the main road at Archaie, 
central Haiti , with characteristic Haitian 'shotgun' 
plan, hnght colours and ornately carved decoration. 

By some accounts architecture in Haiti begins and ends with King 
Henry Christophe's spectacular mountain top fortress, the Citadelle 

_ La Ferriere, and his palace of Sans Souci, said to have been modelled 
on Versailles. Designed by French architects and built between 1806 and 
1820 with the labour of thousands of former slaves, both are today 
designated by ICOMOS as World Heritage sites. The ornate "gingerbread" 
villas built by the Port-au-Prince elite at the turn of the century adorn 
postcards and have received some critical attention. As exemplified by the 
fabled Oloffson Hotel, setting for The Comedians, Graham Greene's dark 
novel of Papa Doc Duvalier's Haiti, they have come to represent the 
mysterious as well as the fanciful sides of Haitian life. In contrast, the 
modest, but just as exuberantly ornamented dwellings of the common 
people of Haiti remain un celebrated and as yet scarcely documented. Their 
humility, however, belies their significance. They represent, arguably, the 
roots of the first and perhaps only truly Afro-American architecture. 1 

Haiti is in a unique position as the first independent "Black Republic" in 
the N ew World. Though Columbus claimed Hispaniola for Spain when 
he landed in 1492, the western third of the island was ceded to France in 
1697. In the next century the French Colony of Sainte Dominique became 
immensely prosperous through the cultivation of sugar, indigo and other 
cash crops. Since the indigenous Arawak and Taino Indians had already 
been virtually exterminated, the planters imported thousands of slaves 
from West and Central Africa to work on their plantations. In 1791, 
inspired by a vaudou (also 'voodoo' or 'vodun') 'papaloi' (priest) named 
Boukman, the 500,000 slaves of Sainte Dominique rose up against their 
French masters, sparking the Haitian revolution. But it required thirteen 
years of bloody struggle, led by such men as Toussaint Louverture, and 
finally assisted by an outbreak of Yellow Fever, before the rebels defeated 
Napoleon's army. The colony was declared independent in 1804 and 
renamed Haiti. Since that date the world has left the Haitian people and 
their culture to develop in relative isolation. In recent years political 
repression and the country's desperate poverty have conspired to maintain 
that isolation to a considerable degree. As such the architecture of Haiti, 
while clearly related to that of the rest of the Caribbean and even the 
southern United States, is still distinct, and its African and Native Amer
ican roots are pronounced. 
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It is in the rural architecture that all the diverse elements of Haitian 
culture converge. The basic house type, or caille is a one- or two-room 
single-storey dwelling, which owes its form to both slaves from Africa and 
to the Arawak and Taino Indians who preceded them. It is constructed 
variously of wattle and daub, masonry, or wood frame walls, with a gable 
or hip roof of palm thatch or, increasingly, galvanised steel. The character
istic Haitian caille is one room wide and one or more rooms deep. 2 

Oriented perpendicularly to road or path, it is entered through double 
doors at the end, generally from a porch sheltered by the projecting gable. 
This gable-end is often closed in to form a large storage shelf above the 
porch and accessible from the front room. The floor under both house and 
porch is raised a few inches above grade, in response to the heavy 
Caribbean rains. While the houses often have side doors to the outside, the 
main circulation is from front to back, passing through any intervening 
rooms. This is a form remarkably similar to the 'shotgun' house of 
Louisiana, so named, it is said, because a shotgun fired through the front 
door could pass through the window at the back without striking any 
intervening walls. Indeed, John Vlach has argued convincingly (in his 1975 
Thesis, "Sources of the Shotgun House: African and Caribbean Antece
dents for Afro-American Architecture")3, that this particular house form 
was brought to the United States by black and mulatto Haitians, who 
immigrated to New Orleans in considerable numbers during the years 
following Haitian Independence in 1804. As these new immigrants rose 
rapidly in New Orleans society, they employed Haitian-born builders and 
architects to provide them with the type of houses which they were 
accustomed to. By mid-century the shotgun house and its variants had 
spread up the Mississippi as far as St. Louis and west to Texas. 

As a distinct house type, the Haitian caille appears to have evolved in 
Haiti from African and Native American roots. The wood pole-framed, 
palm thatched dwellings of the Taino Indians described by the fifteenth and 
sixteenth century Spanish explorers who followed Columbus to Hispa
niola, appears virtually identical in form, if not in construction, to the 
simplest one room Haitian caille today. While the Indian population of 
Hispaniola was already decimated by the time the Spanish began to import 
slaves from Africa in 1503, it is reasonable to assume that many of their 
houses would have survived, and that their style, similar in many ways to 
the homes they left behind in West Africa, might have been readily 
adopted. Records show that a large proportion of the Haitian slaves came 
from the Guinea coast region. Indeed, the houses lived in by the Y oruba of 
Nigeria and other West African peoples today are remarkably similar in 
size, shape, and construction to their Haitian counterparts. 4 But they differ 
from the Haitian and Louisiana 'shotgun' houses in their circulation, being 
composed of laterally-grouped rooms entered on the long side. We may 
conclude that just as they blended elements of Fon, Y oruba, Kongo and 
other African religions with the Catholicism of their French masters to 
form the new religion of vaudou, the African slaves combined memories 
of their ancestral homes with the houses they found in the New World to 
form a Haitian architecture. 

In practice the basic one- or two-room caille is elaborated in a variety of 
ways. The living space may be extended not only by adding onto the 
back, but by adding porches and rooms to the sides forming, in its furthest 
development, a fully symmetrical 'Palladian' villa. The porches may be 
further enclosed by low adobe or ornamental block walls. In its urban 
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Plan 4 a two-mom 'wattle' and 'daub' Haitian 
caille. 

A two-mom 'shotgun' house in Louisiana, similar 
in plan and dimensions to the Haitian houses. 

Arawak Indian house at the time ~fthe Spanish 
conquest ~f Hispaniola, as described by Gonzolo de 
Oviedo. It appeal's similar in plan to today's 
onf-room caille (fiwn Haitian Art, Ute Stebich , 
ed., Brooklyn Museum, 1978, p. 23). 
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A two-room Yoruha hOl/se in N(~eria, with 
entrance on long side. 
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Abo~e: Plan of caille with side addition. 
R(ghr, abo~e and right: Cailles with porches or 
1'001115 added on to one side. 
Far r(gllt: A traditionally constructed caille near 
Leogal1e, ~f'wattle' and 'daub' walls, thatched 
hip-roof, raised floor and plank doDl's. It is entered 

.fi·0111 a porch on the long side, unlike the 'shotgun'
type caille, but ~ery similar to A.fi'ical1 prototypes. 
Below: 'Palladian' house with symmetrical wide 
wings, masonry wall enclosing porch. 
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incarnation the expansion may be vertical as well. The two-storey houses 
of Port-au-Prince and the provincial towns, with stores downstairs and 
living quarters and overhanging balconies above, have their parallels in the 
'camel-back' houses of New Orleans. Thus even some of the grandest 
villas of the Petionville and Bois Vema neighbourhoods of Port-au-Prince 
are in truth only expanded versions of the humble caille. 

Materials, of course, may vary with locale, age, and the wealth of the 
owner. The rural house is traditionally constructed of twigs or 'wattles' 
woven on a framework of wood poles and plastered with earthern 'daub', 
or of stone masonry laid with a mortar of mud. The older houses in 
Port-au-Prince on the other hand follow the Medieval French tradition of 
half-timber framing with an infill of brick or plaster on lath. W cod 
clapboard is also commonly used, particularly on the upper floor of urban 
houses, and the 'X' -pattern of the half-timbering may be extended out to 
form the porch railings and fascias. But in both city and the more travelled 
rural areas concrete block construction is increasingly common, and the 
ubiquitous gal vanished steel roof has superseded thatch in most of the 
newer homes. 

The architecture attains its fullest expression through the Haitian pen
chant for colour and ornament. The astonishing efflorescence of carved 
and jigsaw-cut fretwork is generally attributed to two events. In the late 
1880's ornate pre-fabricated cast-iron buildings were imported from France 
and Germany, notably the Iron Market in the capital and the 'Coffee 
Palaces' ofJacmel. L'Exposition Urliverselle held in Port-au-Prince in 1900, 
exposed the Haitian public to a variety of styles then popular in Victorian 
Europe and North America. By this account the style, first applied to the 
villas of the mulatto elite, eventually filtered down, in ever cruder form, to 
the predominantly black peasantry. But this does not adequately explain 
the extraordinary imagination and variety of form in which this ornament 
is manifested, nor does it account for the often shocking and quite un
European exercise of colour. While many of the patterns turned in posts 
and finials or cut in railings, fascias and finials are similar to those found in 
the capital and indeed in Europe and America, others display an unmistak
ably African iconography. 
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Above, left and above: Two-st01oey houses in 
Port-au-PriI1ce, with stores at street level, living 
quarters above. The balconies are omal11ented with 
j ig-saw cut bargebomods, railings and.finialso 
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Top: A two-roOIll hilt /II'/der constn/aioll Ileal' 
Furey, in the southem mountains. The walls are of 
'wattles' woven on a wood pole ji'ame, with a 
thatched roof 
Centre: Simple 'wattle', 'daub' and thatch 
bllildings in the moul1tains north of Go naive. 
Above: House near Petit Goave newly constnIcted 
of stone masonry with a mortal' of mud. 
Right: Two-storey villa in Port-au-Prince, of 
medieval half-timber construction. 
Far r(ght: Wood trim on one-storey villa in 
Port-au-Prince. 
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The ornament of Haitian domestic architecture may in fact owe as much 
to vaudou as it does to Victorian Europe, At the commencement of a 
vaudou ceremony, intricate 'veve' patterns symbolising the particular 'loa' 
or deity being summoned are traced in ashes or com flour on the ground 
of the 'peristyle' or open-air temple. During the frenzy of the ceremonies 
the patterns will be danced into the dust and thus have no permanent life, 
but they persist in the sequirmed 'voodoo flags' and painted gourds which 
are also employed in the ceremonies. Veve patterns, particularly the 
characteristic cross form of Legba, protector of doors and crossroads, are 
also frequently painted on the front walls of Haitian cailles. In fact it was 
such patterns, painted on the front doors of a caille in the village of 
Montrouis, that led to the 'discovery' in 1944 of Hector Hippolyte, a 
vaudou priest and itinerant house painter who was to become a seminal 
figure in the Haitian Renaissance in painting. Though somewhat further 
abstracted, memory of the designs carved into the architectural ornament 
of the rural caille may be traced to the veve patterns as well. 

It would be mistaken to believe that Haitian popular architecture has not 
evolved, nor that we can expect it to stand still in the future. Along the 
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Top: The Iron Market, in Port-au-Prince, 
prejabricated in France, is said to be an early 
influence on the wood ornament of Haiti's urban 
villas. 
Above: Cast-iron 'coffee palaces' prejabricated in 
Europe and erected in Jacmel in the 1880'5. 
Above, right: Two-storey 'gingerbread' villas in 
Port-au-Prince. There is a growing movement to 
publicise and preserve these long-neglected turn of 
the century buildings. 

main roads of Haiti, the influence of new styles as well as technology can 
be observed. Even more houses are built of concrete and steel, and the 
availability of the full range of manufactured paints has encouraged an 
unrestrained exercise of colour, in styles ranging from Baroque to Miami 
Modeme. The same sensibility extends throughout Haitian life, from the 
brightly painted 'tap-tap' taxis to the paintings hawked on every street 
comer. Even in the cemeteries the tombs, built above ground and heavy 
enough to discourage 'bocors' from stealing the dead to make 'zombis' of 
them, take the form of house/temples. Designed in as wide a range of 
styles and colours as the cailles, the mausolea are arrayed to form streets and 
cities of the dead. 

One further parallel should be drawn between Haitian architecture and 
its religion. Vaudou is often described as a synthesis or syncretism of 
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traditional African religions with Catholicism. As Janheinz Jahn has 
pointed out, vaudou is a polytheistic religion into which the Christian 
God, Son of God and saints have been assimilated, to become identified 
with pre-existing 'loas' or spirits. But the reciprocal does not necessarily 
follow: "From this point of view it becomes apparent that the Christian 
influence in Voodoo is less than is usually thought ... Voodoo is not 
Christianized by these identifications, but Christianity is voodooized, 
assimilated to the residual-African religion". 5 Haitian architecture, like
wise, has shown itself very amenable to absorbing diverse influences from 
Africa, native America, Spain, Napoleonic and Fin-de-Siecle France, Inter
national Style modem, Miami Modeme, and even post-modem. Yet it 
continues to accept each only on its own terms, making each inimitably its 
own. 
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Above: Tombs at the cemetery at Petit Goave, 
Haitian tombs are built above ground with very 
heavy lids to discourage 'bocors' from stealing the 
dead to make 'zombis' or slaves, of them. In their 
most elaborate incarnation the tombs take the form 
of miniature caille/temples, in as wide a range of 
styles and colours, arrayed to form streets and cities 
of the dead. 
Far left: At the commencement of a 'vaudou' 
ceremony dedicated to the serpent spirit, 
Damballah, a participant draws his 'veve' pattern 
on the ground of the peristyle. 
Left: Veve-derived patterns painted on a wall of a 
house near Fauche, southern peninsula. 
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